Structure and orientation of extracellular matrix in developing chick optic tectum.
The mechanisms underlying directed axonal movement in the developing central nervous system are largely unknown. Histochemical methods for transmission and scanning electron microscopy were used to study the surface of the developing optic tectum in the chick embryo at the time of optic fiber ingrowth. A highly structured extracellular matrix consisting of fibrillar and granular components was seen in normal and in uninnervated specimens that had been fixed in solutions containing the cationic dyes Alcian blue, ruthenium red, or safranin O. The strong affinity of these stains for glycosaminoglycans suggests that the matrix contains such macromolecular aggregates. With routine fixation methods the matrix was not seen, but empty extracellular spaces were apparent. The tectal matrix was particularly prominent ahead of the growing front of optic fibers. Its location was thus appropriate for interacting with pioneering axons that cross the surface of the developing tectum along its anterior-posterior axis. Matrix fibrils were organized in a stacked alignment predominantly parallel to the tectal surface, but otherwise their orientation appeared random. The matrix possibly bears on the guidance of optic fibers. However, its geometry suggests that this may involve a mechanism more specific than mechanical contact guidance.